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A B S T R A C T

Way back the development of Blockchain (BC) technology, Traditional supply chain (TSC) failed to meet the
demand of customer of reasonable price with high quality. The current trend is the time to integrate and to make
the existing system smarter, automated and sustainable. Researchers are working on the integration of in-
formation and communication technology with the supply chain (SC) and continuously endeavor to achieve an
efficient SC. This paper is an attempt to study the use of BC technology and a try to develop efficient sustainable
supply chain management (SSCM) rather than the inefficient design of supply chain management (SCM).
Important variables related to BC are identified from the literature after going through discussion with acade-
mician and industry experts. These variables are further analyzed and modeled using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), Fuzzy-Decision making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL). PCA is applied to form the
principal factor from these identified variables based on possible correlation. Although, the application of Fuzzy-
DEMATEL is adopted to identify major causes that help to achieve sustainable supply chain (SSC) after in-
tegration of BC technology. The proposed integrated (incorporated) approach of PCA and Fuzzy-DEMATEL
found six major causes namely Data safety and Decentralization, Accessibility, Laws and Policy, Documentation,
Data management, and Quality. This study is revolving around the integrated approach of two streams namely
BC-related Information technology and SC from Operations. This research represents the significant role of
causes, which leads to the integration of BC with the SC resulting in achieving sustainability. BC technology is
still in their nuance stage and this study will motivate researcher and industrial practitioners to achieve a more
efficient and effective goal in SC practices to achieve sustainability.

1. Introduction

In recent time, the manufacturing organization and service sectors
are conflicting due to the price war and high demand for quality. High
quality and low price cannot be achieved without customer support
(Cole et al., 2019) and the integration of new technology in the system.
Several times it has been seen that customers are being faced various
problems like late delivery without prior intimation, poor quality pro-
duct, wrong product due to human negligence, broken or damaged
product at the time of delivery, products expensive and painfully slow
(Foster and Ganguly, 2007). Whenever investigation is carried out in
these cases, no concrete outcome is being retrieved despite the cost
investment and devotion of huge time. In the end, the customers remain
unsatisfied and give negative feedback (Fawcett et al., 2007). Although,
customers lost their interest and this led to the falling of overall per-
formance and had put a question on the sustainability of SC.

Cryptographically secured chain of blocks concept was demon-
strated by Haber and Stornetta (1992). After that BC use was attempted
by Nakamoto (2008) and he used this technology as a cryptocurrency

popularly known as Bitcoin. BC is known as Block chain as two separate
words in Nakamoto (2008) original paper. This technology is based on a
distributed ledger of information (Nakamoto, 2008). As its name sug-
gests, it is made up of various blocks, each block having specific address
information. Each block has a unique identity with unique information
(Abeyratne and Monfared, 2016). It is impossible to change, erase, and
update the information from BC (Madavi, 2019). In case to alter any
information, a new block needs to be created for adding information.
Due to this specific and unique quality, traceability (Steiner and Baker,
2015) and auditing at any juncture of the SC become efficient and ef-
fective. Rayes and Salam (2017) suggested that it make the system
highly efficient with high transmission speed. The BC also reduces the
cost and enhances the quality respectively as compared to the TSC. The
recently manufacturing organization has started to implement BC for
the improvement in SC performance (Korpela et al., 2017).

In the introducing stage of BC with SC, Tian (2016) suggested im-
plementing the RFID for tracking the agricultural product in the SC
using BC. Apart from agriculture, multinational companies like IBM,
Comcast, Alphabet, etc. are currently investing in the research and
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development department (Smetana et al., 2018) working on BC Tech-
nology. For example, Wallmart collaborated with IBM (Chopra, 2018)
and implemented BC with IoT devices (RFID) in their stores. IBM used
BC for its distinctive features and that is decentralization characteristics
of BC technology. This decentralization characteristic does not allow
storing data at one location; however, data is stored at several nodes
located in the chain (Azaria et al., 2016). Decentralize feature of BC
cannot be seen in the TSC, this characteristic is a big hurdle in front of
the SC to make it sustainable. BC technology ensured that data change
or hacking is not feasible in the SC after its integration and alleviate the
customer’s worries after quick tracking, consumes less time to in-
vestigate the problem. BC technology required the consumption of a
few manpower although they should be highly skilled (Castillo, 2017)
manpower. Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) have proposed the usage of BC
innovation to actualize in the SC to make a more transparent, tamper-
proof, profoundly exact, secure and distributed system, lastly, help to
build up a SSC.

In the past few years, BC has got importance in industry and gra-
dually being recognized as a game-changer for many industries like
service, financial and manufacturing sectors. Because of its specific
characteristics such as privacy, security, smart contract (Christidis and
Devetsikiotis, 2016), scalability (Scherer, 2017), and ability to solve the
double-spend problem, the need to make SCM more efficient becomes
essential. BC implementation improves the transaction between two or
more parties in terms of privacy, tracking, transparency and enforce-
ability in smart contracts (Kosba et al., 2016). In the long run, the use of
BC technology makes the SC system more energy-efficient (Zhang et al.,
2018), cost-effective, and high performance oriented (King and Nadal,
2012). Application of BC technology can be used for improving the
efficiency and effective use of resources and this latest technology will
help to establish an SSC. BC is an emerging technology, and researchers
and industry practitioners are trying to implement BC in the field of the
SC. This technology is in its infancy phase (Queiroz and Wamba, 2019)
and so far limited work has been carried out. Following are the main
gaps in the area of BC especially in SSC.

1.1. Research gaps

• A limited study carried out on emerging BC technology.
• Few qualitative and quantitative approach is applied to BC-based
SC.
• No approach is found in this field for the adoption of BC technology
to make SC sustainable.

1.2. Research objectives

Considering above stated research gaps, the following research ob-
jectives are addressed in the paper

• To identify variables supporting the justification of BC-based SSC
compared to the traditional method.
• To identify significant principal factor related to dimensions simi-
larities with the help of PCA application.
• To develop a Cause-Effect relationship amongst principal factors to
identify causes.

The rest of the paper is structured as: Section 2 provides a literature
review of BC characteristics that are important for the SSC. Section 3
develops the proposed methodology and demonstrates the application
of proposed integrated (combined) approach of PCA, and Fuzzy-DE-
MATEL. Section 4 provides results and discussion. Section 5 tells about
the conclusion and implications. At last, Section 6 discusses the

limitations and future directions.

2. Literature review

2.1. Past work on BC-based SC

In the global market, SCM plays a crucial role in reducing the op-
erational cost (Gunasekaran et al., 2004). Every manufacturer wants to
supply its articles at the lowest price in the hands of consumers. BC is
seen as an advanced technology for cost reduction (Catalini and Gans,
2016) and quality enhancement, these nuances of BC would make the
SC more robust. Korpela et al. (2017) elicit the integration of BC in
SCM. Their center of attention was to improve the performance of the
organization and cost-effective production by securing the data and
transaction, distributed nature and transactions in peer-to-peer net-
works.

SC is day by day becoming more and more complex due to various
causes like human error (Finch, 2004), disrupted services and climatic
changes (Halldórsson and Kovács, 2010). Sullivan (1999), realized that
66 percent error found due to human error (Data lost) in his study
(Broadcasters Network International). All these complexities result in a
drop in performance and lead to the financial loss of the companies
(Punter, 2013). At the international level, during the goods transported
from one country to another, there is a need of time and a lot of pa-
perwork with the involvement of huge manpower. All these procedures
put a direct impact on manufacturer and retailer both in terms of high
cost (Popper and Lohr, 2017), damage/misplace of goods, time con-
sumption, cause of fraud (Popper and Lohr, 2017) and at last but not
the least tax losses to the government.

In the year 1996, a scandal surfaced that got popular just because of
child labor in NIKE’s manufacturing factories in Asia (Connor, 2001).
Another example where harsh work conditions caused Apple manu-
facturer factory known as “Foxconn suicide scandal” happened recently
in 2010 (Moore, 2012). In the health industry, anti-cancer or other
medicines are provided at a very high cost and this high cost and delay
in delivery give chance to anti-national people to promote black mar-
keting (Mackey and Nayyar, 2017). Customers ought to know about the
capacity to recognize the historical backdrop of an item, how to utilize
it, and where to return it and check all type of information available on
BC.

BC helps to put transparency, security, traceability and also controls
cost (Banerjee, 2018) from the manufacturer to the end-users via re-
tailer/ supplier. Customers and end-users are unaware of the proce-
dures, flow of goods at the production floor and hazard, misery in-
volved in manufacturing, transportation, handling, etc. The flow of
information helps customer to gain and regain the trust (Anjum et al.,
2017). BC must guarantee the information to be truthful, valid and
authenticated.

In the case of food production, sustainability standards and certifi-
cations provide support to organic food and better food life cycle (Elder
et al., 2013). These types of accidents lead to the birth of new tech-
nology in manufacturing and supply system. Usage of BC has the ad-
vantages of security, irreversibility, distributed, transparency (Chiaroni
et al., 2019), and accuracy (Iansiti and Lakhani, 2017). All these types
of requirements will lead to motivate the integration of BC with SCM.

Experts from the various fields are doing work and are paying at-
tention to achieve the SSCM because of challenges developed either by
Government regulation or customer value demand (Luthra and Mangla,
2018). In 2018, INDIAN government has declared “Bitcoin” an appli-
cation of BC illegal in their Union Budget but on another hand, the
government is encouraging and opening various platforms for startup
companies who are working on BC. Recently State Bank of India, India,
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Table 1
Description of BC Characteristics.

Characteristics Authors Description

QUALITY ASSURANCE (V1) Weber et al., 2016; Lucena et al., 2018; Benchoufi
and Ravaud, 2017; Dai and Vasarhelyi, 2017

This characteristic makes the businesses easier in terms of investigation and
guide to take a necessary step for the smooth flow of high-quality production of
goods and services.

AUDITABLE (V2) Shafagh et al., 2017; Azaria et al., 2016 BC technology serves as a repository of the transaction history. This makes
accessibility, management, and auditability more efficient.

SCALABILITY IN SCM (V3) Scherer, 2017; Madavi, 2019 This makes integration of BC without losing data consistency. When
information is recorded in a block of BC, it is non-variable, non-voletile and the
appropriated stockpiling highlight makes digital assaults troublesome.

TRANSPARENCY (V4) Nugent et al., 2016; Iansiti and Lakhani, 2017 It makes transactions between peer to peer are verified at the minor end and
updated data cannot be changed or hacked. The BC property of changing
anything in the ledger which then stays on it makes it a transparent system.

ENERGY (V5) Zhang et al., 2018; King and Nadal, 2012 Nowadays energy is quite expensive. BC saved energy by tracking takes less
time, easily auditable, save paper, transport cost in term of feedback, etc.

INTEGRITY (V6) Tian, 2016; Drugs, 2004; Mangla et al., 2019 It provides management and physical goods flow in the SC using the integration
of serial numbers, bar codes, sensors, digital tags like RFID, etc with BC became
smoother from manufacturer to end-user.

SOLVING THE DOUBLE SPEND PROBLEM
(V7)

Bartling and Fecher, 2016; Lundqvist et al., 2017 Double spend means the same Data/ transaction cannot be sent to two or more
persons at the same time. Peer to peer transaction is authenticated after the
verification carried by a minor.

HIGH-QUALITY DATA (V8) Weber et al., 2016; Sullivan, 1999; Azaria et al.,
2016

BC data is completing, consistent, timely and accurate. It keeps the data which
is free from human error, means 100% accurate and authenticated data
available on BC network.

SMART SYSTEM (V9) Bitfury Group, 2015; Iansiti and Lakhani, 2017 Tedious authoritative exchanges can bottleneck the development of a business.
With shrewd contracts, understandings can be naturally approved, marked and
upheld through a BC.

GOVERNMENT POLICY (V10) Ølnes et al., 2017; Luthra and Mangla, 2018 It is a big challenge in front of SC organizations. It helps to find out a scam in
any organization by quickly during an audit.

IMMUTABILITY AND ENCRYPTION (V11) Weber et al., 2016; Saberi et al., 2018 After confirmation of any transaction or flow of data from one place to another,
it is impossible to change as well as any change on the BC can be stored without
the solidarity of the network.

DURABILITY, RELIABILITY, AND
LONGEVITY (V12)

Niranjanamurthy et al., 2018; Saberi et al., 2018 It eliminates the risk of system failure, loss of data, malicious attack and
involvement of central authority. All the transactions records and data flow
information are authenticated and protected.

SPEED (V13) Zhu and Zhou, 2016 This characteristic is required for those articles whose life cycle are very low
like some chemicals, vegetables, and fruits, in this situation BC-based SCM save
product’s life and help to maintain quality.

PERMANENCE (V14) Weber et al., 2016; Saberi et al., 2018 This makes the data fully permanent and free from erasing or deletion.
FEEDBACK (V15) Peters et al., 2015; Foroglou and Tsilidou, 2015 With full traceability of the article throughout the lifecycle of it and backflow

information during the reshipment, installation, maintenance and
decommissioning.

AUTOMATION (V16) Bartling and Fecher, 2016 Automation is defined as non-availability of intermediaries, peer to peer
transaction flow, updated by minors and data saved automatically and the
distributed ledger characteristic made the network real-time.

ACCOUNTING (V17) Dai and Vasarhelyi, 2017 Recorded transactions through BC abolish the human error and provide the
data security from the hacking and possible interferences.

EFFICIENCY (V18) Ahram et al., 2017; Smetana et al., 2018 The high rate of information flow speed, no intermediary is required, smart
contracts, easily traceable and finally it streamlines the processes considerably,
which in turn save time and money.

INFORMATION FLOW AND CONTROL
(V19)

Korpela et al., 2017; Saberi et al., 2018 This provides real-time customer response for BC technology. Steady feedback
conveyed to retailers and manufacturers for more accurate forecasts.

IMPROVEMENT IN INVENTORY (V20) Korpela et al., 2017; Lucena et al., 2018 This BC characteristic makes the management of inventory is much easier since
everyone holds a copy of the information.

QUALITY FAIRNESS (V21) Weber et al., 2016; Iansiti and Lakhani, 2017 This makes the data shared between various nodes free from bias, human error,
transparent, no hidden information about goods and suppliers, etc.

ECOSYSTEM SIMPLIFICATION (V22) Bartling and Fecher, 2016 This characteristics make the network simpler in the ecosystem and reduce the
complexity of multiple ledgers.

NEAR IMPOSSIBLE LOSS OF DATA (V23) Weber et al., 2016; Madavi, 2019 It is practically impossible of being hacked and loses stored data on a BC, as a
full copy of data records are available at each node of the ledger and minor on
the network.

SECURITY (V24) Iansiti and Lakhani, 2017; Kshetri, 2018 Once Block has been created, it is impossible to delete or change in it. This
feature makes the security of SC more refine after the adoption of BC in the
existing traditional methods.

REDUCTION IN ADMINISTRATIVE COST
(V25)

Bashir, 2017; Catalini and Gans, 2016 Reduction in paper and another consumable item, time-saving, quick
discussion, better management and administration, shared database means less
administrative work.

IDENTIFICATION OF ISSUES (V26) Michal et al., 2018 With the integration of BC in the SC, whenever there is something wrong with
an inventory item, it would show up in the chain of custody. It reduces or nearly
eliminates the human error from the system.

REMOVAL OF INTERMEDIARIES (V27) Weber et al., 2016; Gatteschi et al., 2018 BC provides the platform for a direct transaction without the interference of
intermediaries or a third party.

DATA ACCESS CONTROL IN SCM (V28) Swan, 2015; Korpela et al., 2017 This characteristic makes the BC a distributed ledger, stored all needed data.
STREAMLINED INVOICING (V29) Koch, 2016 Any purchase order recorded and rendered fundamentally unalterable as a

block in the chain, and finally make the SCM streamlined.

(continued on next page)
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has organized a workshop related to bank security via BC and dis-
tributed the prize to winners.

Juniper Research Conducted a study amongst 369 MD, CEOs,
managers and all this study said that more than 76 percent gave a vote
to implement BC and less than 24 percent said BC is quite beneficial for
the industry. Implementation of BC in the manufacturing and services
industry will show the possibility of employment (Castillo, 2017) for
unemployed youth. The European Community Directive Waste Elec-
trical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive is adopted globally.
It has circular economy, closed-loop SCs, and reverse logistics im-
plications. It requires item stewardship and returns arrangements with
terms and conditions for hardware that can be tended to with BC in-
novation reception (Saberi et al., 2018).

The following section provides various BC characteristics used in
SSC.

2.2. BC characteristic for SSC

To integrate BC in the SC, the following characteristics important
for the integration are identified. These are identified from the pub-
lished literature and based on one to one discussion with industry ex-
perts.

BC characteristics are identified from the literature review section.
They are considered and further factorized using PCA. Principal Factors
obtained from PCA are analyzed in the next step using Fuzzy-DEMATEL
approach to count the cause-effect for the SSC (Table 1).

3. Proposed methodology

This section proposes a methodology considering PCA, Fuzzy-
DEMATEL used in the paper to address research gaps and objectives.
The proposed research flow chart is depicted below in Fig. 1.

3.1. Factorization of variables using PCA

PCA is a mathematical tool used mostly for the gathering of factors
from the group of various variables. PCA methodology is based on the
statistical procedure where data is collected from respondents that are
expert in their fields using, Likert, scale from strongly agree (1) to
strongly disagree (2) using scale 1–9. Fig. 2 shows the PCA flow chart
for thirty-nine variables.

Here, 39 different variables are scaled and then factorized into 12
Principal factors, shown in Table 2. PCA is used for reducing the di-
mensionality of data set into two or three axes with low variance and
high correlations (Jackson and Hearne, 1973). Flowchart representing
PCA is shown in Fig. 2.

PCA is used here to generate the principal component or axis from
the computation of linear combinations of the real variables. Data ratio
is used for getting the accurate and reliable factorized by using the
variables ratio more than 1:5 (Jackson and Hearne, 1973) Excel and
XLSTAT software is used to analyze the set of data collected from ex-
perts shown in Appendix A. PCA used varimax rotation to calculate how
appropriate the data collected is from expert choice. In this work, the
KMO value is found to be 0.626. Steps for PCA are taken from Kumar
et al. (2018) and KMO methodology adopted from Mishra et al. (2019).

Table 1 (continued)

Characteristics Authors Description

LAWS (V30) Werbach, 2018; De Filippi, 2018; De Filippi and
Hassan, 2018

It provides smart contracts to allow having the performance of credible
transactions without third parties. It will deprive you of the need to perform
any digital actions yourself when certain conditions are met. Data cannot be
deleted or modified, hence no chance of fraud.

HIGHLY AVAILABILITY (V31) Ølnes et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2017 Thousands of nodes are spread in the distributed ledger network. Data remains
available all the time. The transaction can be done at any time due to the high
availability of data on the network, even after crashing of any node or quit of
the node.

DISINTER-MEDIATION (V32) Bogart and Rice, 2015; Bartling and Fecher, 2016 Public BC technology based on distributed ledger never deploys central
administrator for data sharing. Transactions records never get stored any hard
disk or database storing devices.

SIMPLIFICATION OF CURRENT
PARADIGMS (V33)

Bashir, 2017 It makes the BC fill in as a solitary shared record among individual interested
investers, bringing about disentangling this model by decreasing the
multifaceted nature of dealing with the different frameworks kept up by every
element.

DECENTRALIZATION (V34) Zyskind and Nathan, 2015; Anjum et al., 2017;
Iansiti and Lakhani, 2017

BC is a system of teaming up gatherings with a database that is decentralized.
This implies most gatherings that team up on a BC have their own duplicate of
the considerable number of exchanges that are put away on the BC

CUSTOMER CENTRICITY (V35) Raju et al., 2017; Tian, 2016 A transparent solution made communication more stream-line and automated
with customers, enabling also a higher trust level. Upgraded clearness into the
SC and knowing the source of an item is an extraordinary trust-manufacturer –
coming to past provider data, by offering continuous, 'live' and reliably
'associated' refreshes.

SHARING DEMAND IN SCM (V36) Ølnes et al., 2017; Tian, 2016 Sharing demand in SCM is the flow of shared information about the
maintenance, supply, and manufacturing process, set up and assembly from
manufacturer to supplier and SME vendors.

COST (V37) Bashir, 2017; Catalini and Gans, 2016; King and
Nadal, 2012; Wüst and Gervais, 2018

Along with much lower costs due to the removal of intermediaries, due to low
transaction fees, overhead costs for exchanging assets cut down in the
paperwork by 15%.

TRACEABILITY AND VISIBILITY (V38) Rob Price, 2015; Everledger, 2016 Traceability and Visibility mean following merchandise in a SC can be
beneficial when trying to follow where parts are right now living. In a basic
manner, it tells about the geological area/ location of the goods.

TRUST-WORTHY SYSTEM (V39) Anjum et al., 2017 Trust-worthy system is imparted by BC technology by knowing the origin of a
product by offering real-time, live and consistently connected updates.
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The variables having the same or approx value of correlation are
club together to form a Principal factor. Flow diagram of PCA selection
and its methodology is described in Fig. 2 and factorization of variables
is shown in Table 3 and highlighted cells in the table show correlation.

After the implementation of PCA, thirty-nine variables are factor-
ized on the basis of close correlation values. Common nomenclature
was given to Principal factor after discussion with a panel consisting of
a group of experts. Definitions of the Principal factors are described as
below in Table 4:

3.2. Step 3.2: Fuzzy-DEMATEL

Decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) is an
MCDM tool widely applied in both qualitative and quantitative analysis
developed by Battelle Memorial Institute of Geneva during 1972-76. It
is an effective method to resolve the complex relationship by con-
structing a casual effect relationship among the factors (Luthra et al.,
2017). Recent application of DEMATEL (Kumar and Dixit, 2018;
Chauhan et al., 2019) and its Fuzzy application (Tzeng et al., 2007;
Opricovic and Tzeng, 2003; Islam et al., 2018) and work based on Fuzzy
application can be referred from Tzeng et al. (2007) and Gharakhani
(2012).

Fig. 1. Research flow chart.

Fig. 2. PCA flow chart for factorizationthirty-nine variables.
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Following are the steps of Fuzzy-DEMATEL applied here.
Step i: Selection of the expert panel and construct of questionnaire
Here, five different panels are formed each comprised of three ex-

perts. A questionnaire was designed keeping in view the use of BC in the
SC. Linguistic variables No influence (N), Very low influence (VL), low
influence (L), High influence (H), Very high influence (VH) are used in
the questionnaire to collect responses as shown in Table 5. The influ-
ence matrix given by all panel and the pairwise comparison fuzzy
matrix computed from the influence matrix is shown in appendix B.

Step ii: Construction of crisp matrix
Crisp matrix was constructed by using the Eqs. (1)–(6). Crisp values

against pairwise comparison fuzzy matrix are shown in appendix B.
Compute the crisp value (CV) by using the following formulas:
Step i: Compute the L, R, Δ from Eq. (1)

= = = …………… =L l R U K nand R Lmin( ); max( ); 1,2, 3 ..K K (1)

Step ii:

= = =X l L X m L X U L; ;lk
k

mk
k

uk
k

(2)

Step iii: Compute left score normalized and right score normalized
values from Eqs. (3) and (4)

=
+

X X
X X1k

ls mk

mk lk (3)

=
+

X X
X X1k

rs uk

uk mk (4)

Step iv: Compute the total normalized CV from Eq. (5)

= × + ×
+

X X X X X
X X

( (1 ) )
1k

crisp k
ls

K
ls

k
rs

k
rs

k
ls

k
rs (5)

Step v: Compute final CV from Eq. (6)

= + ×Z L Xij
n

k
crisp (6)

Step vi: Compute the average CV from Eq. (7)

=
+ + +…+

Z
Z z z z

numberofExpertsij
n ij ij ij ij

n1 2 3

(7)

A similar procedure has been adopted by other four expert panels
for computing the individual crisp matrix. Final crisp matrix computed
after the average opinion of the expert’s panel is shown in Table 6.
Using Eq. (7) the aggregated opinion of the expert panel is computed
which is shown in Table 6, computing the average of expert’s panel.

Step iii: Mean computation of initial direct influence matrix
In step 3, the mean of all initial direct influence matrices is com-

puted using Eq. (8) (Lamba and Singh, 2018; Rajput and Singh, 2018).

=C
E

number of Experts matricesij

n
ij1

(8)

Step iv: Computation of direct normalized influence matrix (DNIM)
DNIM is obtained using Eqs. (9) and (10). DNIM is shown in table

12.

=
= =

min
max C

or
max C

1 1
i j

i j
n

ij j i
n

ij
( , )

1 1 (9)

=DNIM IDIM
(10)

Step v: Computation of final influence relation matrix
After calculating the direct normalized influence matrix in step iv,

total influence relation matrix obtained using Eq. (11) (Lin et al., 2018;
Khatwani et al., 2015). The total influence relation matrix is shown in
table 13.

= ×R D I D represents identity matrix( ) ; "I"1 (11)

4. Results and discussion

Thirty-nine BC variables are identified from the literature and ex-
pert opinion which is further factorized into twelve factors (Principal
Factors) using PCA. These twelve factors are System robustness (PF 1),
Overall cost (PF 2), Overall performance (PF 3), Data safety and
Decentralization (PF 4), Accessibility (PF 5), Laws and Policy (PF 6),
Smart system (PF 7), Customer satisfaction (PF 8), Reliable system (PF
9), Documentation (PF 10), Data management (PF 11), and Quality (PF
12). Driving enablers (Causes) are identified among these twelve factors
using Fuzzy-DEMATEL. The casual effect diagram is built up between
Ri+ Ci and Ri – Ci is an outcome of Fuzzy-DEMATEL, which is shown in
Fig. 3. For the computation of Ri+Ci and Ri – Ci values against each
principal factor’s detailed explanation is available in section vi (Tables
7–9).

Step vi: Establishing causal and effect relationship
In the final step, the sum of each row and sum of each column from

table 13 is calculated respectively and denoted by “Ci” and “Ri”. Here,
Ri represents the direct effect given and Ci represents the indirect effect
received by one factor to another factor. Ri+Ci and Ri – Ci are calcu-
lated that represents the relative contribution of the factor in the system
and from the system (Bhatia and Srivastava, 2018, Mathivathanan
et al., 2018).

From the Fig. 3, it can be seen that factors viz. data safety and de-
centralization (PF 4), accessibility (PF 5), law and policy (PF 6), doc-
umentation (PF 10), data management (PF 11), and quality (PF 12) are
causing effect while others are being affected. These causing factors are

Table 2
Eigenvalues of identified factors.

Principal Factor Eigenvalue Variability (%) Cumulative (%)

V1 7.569 19.409 19.409
V2 3.876 9.937 29.346
V3 3.244 8.317 37.663
V4 2.798 7.173 44.836
V5 2.525 6.474 51.310
V6 2.202 5.646 56.956
V7 2.067 5.300 62.256
V8 1.946 4.990 67.246
V9 1.735 4.449 71.695
V10 1.568 4.021 75.716
V11 1.538 3.943 79.659
V12 1.294 3.318 82.976
V13 1.242 3.185 86.161
V14 1.136 2.912 89.074
V15 1.030 2.640 91.714
V16 0.822 2.108 93.822
V17 0.635 1.629 95.450
V18 0.562 1.442 96.892
V19 0.550 1.409 98.301
V20 0.448 1.147 99.449
V21 0.068 0.174 99.623
V22 0.040 0.102 99.725
V23 0.038 0.097 99.821
V24 0.027 0.070 99.891
V25 0.018 0.047 99.938
V26 0.017 0.043 99.981
V27 0.007 0.019 100.000
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considered as driving factors for the SSC after integration of BC in SCM.
Eq. (12) shows the set of driving factors obtained from Fuzzy-DE-
MATEL.

Set_of_driving_criteria_Fuzzy-DEMATEL = {Data safety and Decen-
tralization (PF 4), Accessibility (PF 5), Laws and Policy (PF 6), Doc-
umentation (PF 10), Data management (PF 11), and Quality (PF 12)}

(12)

5. Conclusion and implications

In the current era, experts from industry, academics, and practi-
tioner are keeping their focus on how to improve the performance of
SCM. Authors have tried to sustain the SC with the integration of BC
technology. Role of IoT and other devices related to Industry 4.0 is not

only to improve performance and operational excellence in the tradi-
tional SC but also to transform it into SSC (Mangla et al., 2019). In this
paper, authors have found the causes for the SSC after the integration of
a new technology “BC” with the SC. This paper has investigated the
driving criteria of BC for implementing it with the SC and make it more
robust and sustainable. The current proposed research work identifies
thirty-nine variables after studying numerous literature reviews and
after having a discussion with SC experts, practitioners, and academi-
cians having knowledge of BC. PCA is applied in the paper for factor-
ization having similar correlation values and reduced the dimensions.
Thirty-nine characteristics have been reduced to twelve, based on si-
milar correlation value after varimax rotation and in PCA. In PCA, KMO
value is also computed and found more than 50 percents; it justified the
data authenticity in PCA. These Principal factors are used in Fuzzy-
DEMATEL. Fuzzy-DEMATEL is a very helpful tool and widely im-
plemented in various kind of industries, used to troubleshot problems in

Table 3
Factorization of Variables into Principal Factors after Varimax rotation.
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group decision-making in a fuzzy environment. Fuzzy application is
used to count the uncertainty, imprecise and inaccurate information
collected from experts. Because of these focal points, DEMATEL is uti-
lized to uncover superior learning of the impacts of the examination of
causes and effect criteria and to expand the model applicability. These
techniques are used here, to identify driving enablers among twelve
principal factors obtained from PCA. Moreover, this paper shows six
factors viz. Data safety and Decentralization (PF 4), Accessibility (PF 5),
Laws and Policy (PF 6), Documentation (PF 10), Data management (PF

Table 4
Description of Principal Factors.

Principal factors Description

System robustness (PF1) System robustness factorized into five variables like transparency, security, removal of intermediaries, and trusts worthy system and
solves the double speed problem. Transparency in information flow, stability to data means once stored cannot be changed or deleted,
peer to peer transaction without involving of a third party, all these types of characteristics made the SC and system more robust and
sustainable after integration of BC.

Overall cost (PF2) The overall cost is formed by clubbing three variables namely cost, energy, administrative cost based on their correlative value near to
0.963. Overall cost includes all financial investment in the SC like documentation fee, stationery expenditure, manpower, electricity,
facility, documentation carrying a cost, time, etc.

Overall performance (PF3) Overall performance shows the performance of the organization in term of efficiency, effectiveness, and speed of doing the job in the
right direction with right standardization, low response, and reduction in complexity of the job. It is formed by clubbing five variables
namely efficiency, speed, automation, simplification of current paradigms and sharing demand in SC based on their correlative values.

Data safety and Decentralization (PF4) Experts give name Data safety and decentralization name given by experts to a group of four variables which are comprised after
implementation of PCA tool. Information and records of standardization, process, and supply of the goods are very important for all
peoples who are involved in the system directly or indirectly. Hacking of data, change of data, controlling authority, loss of data due to
any reason, data stability and reliability is possible only on BC integrated SC.

Accessibility (PF5) Traceability/ Visibility, Identification of issues and integrity are three variables factorized together to form a common factor called
accessibility based on their correlation values equal to 0.972. Accessibility means tracing of causes, goods location, accident, fraud
happening in between the process of the SC from manufacturer to end-user with the help of IoT/ Industry4.0.

Laws and Policy (PF6) Laws and policy documentation work make it very complicated, time-consuming. For any contract “documents” play the key role but
this public ledger technology gives us transparency and high speed up work and checks corruption in governments and also help to find
out a scam in any organization by quickly during an audit. For any legal action, data records are very important. In this technology data
cannot be deleted or modified, hence no chance of fraud. Law and Government policy are two variables factorized together to form a
common factor called accessibility based on their correlation values equal to0.962.

Smart system (PF7) The smart system comprised of smart contract, streamlined invoicing and improvement in inventory. It eliminates any type of fraud in
the documentation, pays taxes on time without losing time in documentation, wrong delivery of goods from the shipyard area.

Customer satisfaction (PF8) Customer satisfaction is the integration of feedback, Customer Centricity on the ground of expert’s opinion. Customer satisfaction
means positive feedback and positive response from the customer. It can be achieved after delivery of the right product with the right
information at a time, right place in the right hand with the commitment of periodical service after the sale.

Reliable system (PF9) Reliable System factorized into four variables like Scalability, near impossible loss of data, Disintermediation and Durability,
Reliability, Longevity. BC keeps the records of raw, semi-finished, finished material at every location. IT not only reduces time but also
reduce the money by keeping the right information about the goods.

Documentation (PF10) Documentation is comprised of Auditable, Accounting, and Ecosystem Simplification. BC is keen in integration for the following reason
like smooth audit purpose and simplification of finance, smooth flow of currency.

Data management (PF11) Data management means management of data in term of controlling the end-users access, controlling the two transactions from a single
account at a time, eliminate human mistake in the documentation and in other work, real-time information flow. Data management
factorized into three variables high-quality data, information flow and controls, and data access control in SC.

Quality (PF12) Quality is factorized into quality assurance and quality fairness. Quality means goods and SC free from any kind of irregularity in
process, transportation, leads down in specification of raw material. Elimination of human error and availability of full information.

Table 5
Linguistics values.

Linguistics terminology Triangular fuzzy numbers Influence scale

No influence (N) (0,0,0.25) 0
Very low influence (VL) (0,0.25,0.5) 1
low influence (L) (0.25,0.50,0.75) 2
High influence (H) (0.50,0.75,1) 3
Very high influence (VH) (0.75,1,1) 4

Table 6
Aggregated crisp matrix.
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11), and Quality (PF 12) as Outcome of Fuzzy-DEMATEL in the form of
cause.

These six causes will help to develop a strategy and will give a
platform for new developing businesses based on global SC and how to
face challenges. Industries are implementing BC and doing better per-
formance due to it although, facing problem while implementing or
running on it. Thus, this research works presents a novel approach to
BC technology for the sustainability of the SC. This research is in its
nuance stage and will motivate researchers, academician, and practi-
tioners to implement BC and troubleshot of live problems in the SSC
and will help to develop new theory, find the root cause and help for
doing trouble-shoot because of BC. This study imparts the cause for

implement BC towards stakeholders and investors, in place of the ex-
isting method of supply.

6. Limitations and future directions

Application of PCA is used to factorize the thirty-nine variables into
twelve principal factors. The strength of respondents and experts from
whom data is collected is restricted to 195 only. The incorporated ap-
proach of PCA and Fuzzy DEMATEL is implemented here. This study is
restricted to twelve factors whose cumulative probability is also re-
stricted to 82.976 percent. SSIM and other Pair-wise comparison ma-
trices are constructed which are restricted to an expert decision. Experts
and respondents having knowledge of BC technology are restricted to
the SC field. In this paper, variation in data flow due to barriers like
social and climate conditions are not considered. This paper is a nascent
step towards the BC technology and every day academician and prac-
titioners are doing their best to improve the SC. This study carried out

Fig. 3. Causal Effect Analysis.

Table 7
Direct Normalized Influence Matrix (DNIM).

Table 8
Total Influence Relation Matrix (TIRM).

TIRM PF 1 PF 2 PF 3 PF 4 PF 5 PF 6 PF 7 PF 8 PF 9 PF 10 PF 11 PF 12

PF 1 −0.034669 0.060730 0.048641 0.05165 0.058651 0.010723 0.016588 0.084944 0.025450 0.014678 0.062787 0.042411
PF 2 −0.01367 −0.01392 0.035511 0.024118 0.060427 −0.003214 0.065261 0.008695 0.016968 0.022290 0.002394 0.037121
PF 3 0.061849 0.02224 −0.02453 0.002554 0.012910 0.000973 0.023016 0.060218 0.0289406 −0.000692 0.0363386 0.046602
PF 4 0.099546 0.040283 0.053385 −0.018796 0.048035 0.053547 0.038891 0.030410 −0.005365 0.019928 0.001954 0.014362
PF 5 0.077967 −0.00642 0.064265 0.047203 −0.02813 0.107610 0.041915 0.060931 0.078487 0.052416 0.086866 0.066957
PF 6 0.064120 −0.00670 0.025437 0.037116 0.019402 −0.017721 0.107226 0.010884 0.020106 0.094574 0.040748 0.039139
PF 7 0.071211 0.025096 0.054333 0.035722 0.023895 0.028160 −0.023172 0.042430 0.020774 0.046824 0.022819 0.011905
PF 8 0.025197 0.011509 0.071989 0.018347 0.014797 0.025750 0.074880 −0.027702 −0.010019 0.005306 −0.010265 0.077061
PF 9 0.0172352 0.062147 0.052052 0.0068216 −0.00462 0.0040669 0.0121172 −0.0066157 −0.005416 0.0109244 0.0091789 0.0114392
PF 10 0.023939 0.102643 0.037132 0.022815 0.026710 0.043224 0.038577 0.027291 0.008607 −0.015753 0.021272 −0.00843
PF 11 0.065082 0.031748 0.052818 0.034157 0.045258 0.008585 0.023907 0.032582 0.011644 0.047013 −0.01956 0.027341
PF12 0.067390 0.074526 0.076641 0.014922 0.022856 −0.00300 0.024732 0.124302 0.039874 0.007530 0.067641 −0.03041

Table 9
Computed the degree of direct and indirect influence.

Principal Factor Ci Ri Ri + Ci Ri – Ci

PF 1 0.525197923 0.442580471 0.967778393 −0.08261745
PF 2 0.403888131 0.241985293 0.645873424 −0.16190284
PF 3 0.547671481 0.270418993 0.818090473 −0.27725249
PF 4 0.276627371 0.37617964 0.652807011 0.099552269
PF 5 0.300193533 0.650064231 0.950257764 0.349870699
PF 6 0.258701396 0.434333046 0.693034442 0.17563165
PF 7 0.443936735 0.359996176 0.803932911 −0.08394056
PF 8 0.448368781 0.276850089 0.72521887 −0.17151869
PF 9 0.230047689 0.169335364 0.399383053 −0.06071232
PF 10 0.305037858 0.327638169 0.632676027 0.022600311
PF 11 0.322169067 0.36056747 0.682736536 0.038398403
PF 12 0.335107482 0.486998505 0.822105987 0.151891023
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in the paper motivates industries to implement BC in its SC system. In
the future, more than twelve factors can be considered with other re-
strictions and constraints. The proposed framework in this paper could
be used for further research to examine the real casework in any SC.
Innumerable experts opinions can be appraised in further research. In
the future, the BC integrated SC can be justified by some other quan-
titative and qualitative methods like ISM, VICKOR, AHP, etc.
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